
Dolphins- Stroke Development at different stages 

Beginner 

For swimmers who have not had formal lessons we break strokes down into simple steps and piece it 

back together. At first we might work on gaining confidence with putting their face in the water and 

holding their breath underwater. Also teaching swimmers to exhale underwater (blowing bubbles) and 

to inhale above the water. 

     -To help with this if you go to a pool in between lessons for open swim have swimmers bob up and 

down several times going completely under water, blowing bubbles on the way down and when they 

surface taking a single breath in and going back underwater to blow bubbles.  

 

What the strokes will look like at a Beginner level: 

 

-Front Crawl/Freestyle- will either have rollover or side breathing, working on consistent kicking and 

proper arm motion. 

 

-Backstroke- working on being comfortable on their backs, maintaining correct body position with arm 

movement. 

 

-Breaststroke- introduction to the stroke. 

 

-Butterfly- introduction to the stroke. 

 

Intermediate 

What the strokes will look like at an Intermediate level: 

 

-Front Crawl/Freestyle- will have side breathing, consistent kick, high elbows and soft hands when 

entering the water. Should not be difficult to swim down and back across the pool. 

 

-Backstroke- will have correct arm movement with consistent kick and able to swim down and back 

across the pool. 

 



-Breaststroke- will have understanding of both arm and leg movements along with taking a breath. 

Timing does not need to be on point at this level. 

 

-Butterfly- will have understanding of both arm and leg movements along with taking a breath. Timing 

does not need to be on point at this level. 

 

Advance 

What the strokes will look like at an Advance level: 

 

-Front Crawl/Freestyle- is proficient and working on USA Swimming technique for further advancement 

to a swim club. 

 

-Backstroke- is proficient and working on USA Swimming technique for further advancement to a swim 

club. 

 

-Breaststroke- has mastered the timing of arm, breath and leg movements and working on USA 

Swimming technique for further advancement to a swim club. 

 

-Butterfly- has mastered the timing of arm, breath and leg movements and working on USA Swimming 

technique for further advancement to a swim club. 


